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SY N O PSIS. The foundation cut-off for T hika dam in Kenya was constructed using je t grouting. The factors leading to the choice o f this technique, the
evolution o f design parameters and the results o f the technique are discussed.

IN T R O D U C T IO N .

G E O LO G Y

Thika dam is part o f the T hird Nairobi W ater Supply Project which is
presently under construction. This project, which comprises some
50 km o f raw and treated water transm ission, new treatm ent facilities and
extensions to the urban distribution system, will provide an additional 305
M l/d o f potable water when it is completed in 1994.

T he rocks underlying the area are o f Pleistocene age and are o f volcanic
origin being predominantly pyroclastic - that is they were formed by
violent explosive events involving the expulsion o f much fine debris into
the air. T he resulting deposits are tuffs, which can be fine or coarse
grained and more or less welded depending on their origin. Two origins
can be recognised;

The Thika dam is situated on the Thika river which flows o ff the A berdare
hills eastwards to the Tana river. The dam site is located at the confluence
o f three tributaries and thus offers the best ratio o f storage volum e to dam
fill volum e o f all the sites considered. T he dam location is illustrated in
Figure 1.

(a)

Pyroclastic flows consisting o f fragments o f rock dispersed in a
medium o f fluidised fine material. T he resultant rock typically
grades from coarse deposits at the base to finer material at the top.

(b)

Pyroclastic falls from material thrown into the air by the volcanic
explosion. T hese particles cool as they fall and may thus be less
welded than the flow deposits. Falls tend to become finer as the
distance from their source increases, and they may be deposited
over pyroclastic flows originating from the same explosion.

T he rem ainder o f the volcanic sequence comprises flows o f phonolite lava.
Lavas represent the height o f volcanic activity with eruptions occurring
from localised vents, flowing down slope to collect in hollows or
depressions. Their deposition was sometimes accompanied by air fall
activity and thus the phonolite may be found either as massive units or
interbedded with the-tuffs.
Six periods o f volcanic activity can be recognised. T he end o f each period
o f deposition is marked by a weathered horizon at the top o f the sequence,
and the presence o f a residual soil horizon (latasol) indicates an ancient
erosion surface which was subsequently covered by later volcanic deposits.
E arlier units in the sequence o f volcanic deposition appear to have been
laid on a relatively flat topography. Later deposits, especially flows,
tended to fill the depressions left in the underlying units.
T he modern drainage pattern has deeply dissected this volcanic sequence,
and a m antle o f highly to completely weathered material covers the slopes.
Outcrops o f rock are restricted to small areas o f very steep slope in the
valley sides and to the waterfalls formed where streams flow over the more
resistant lava flows.

F ig u re 1: Location o f Thika Dam
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D A M DESIGN

Diaphragm walling was rejected because o f the steepness o f the abutments
and it was doubted that it would be possible to penetrate the layers o f
phonolite without recourse to explosives. At the design stage je t grouting
was adopted in preference to bulk excavation on the grounds o f cost. A
further com parison, repeated early in the construction program m e with the
benefit o f actual construction rates, confirmed the original selection and
m oreover, prom pted doubts over the stability o f the very high excavated
slopes that would be involved. Thus the cut-off comprises a series o f
interlocking columns constructed by the jet grouting technique to a depth,
w here, it was judged, the rock would respond to injection grouting.

The soft nature o f the foundations and the absence o f rock at reasonable
depths dictated the choice o f an embankment dam at the site. The
embankment is o f earthfill, won from a borrow area within the reservoir
area, with an upstream sloping clay core o f the same material as the
shoulders, but placed at a higher moisture content.
T he embankment is founded on grade IV/V residual soil (B.S. 5930
weathering grade system) with only the grade VI material, generally less
than 2 m deep, being stripped. The embankment is shown in cross section,
and longitudinal section in Figures 2 & 3.

CLAY CORE MATERI AL

F ig u re 3: Thika Dam Longitudinal Section

JET GROUTING TECHNIQUE

Although perm eability values o f the dam foundations were only moderately
high it was considered prudent to provide both a foundation cut-off and
drainage in order to limit seepage and control pore pressures. However,
the design o f the cut o ff was problematic due to the presence o f the
succession, at depth, o f weathering zones, so that soft weathered layers are,
in places, overlain by fresh rock. It is well known that highly weathered
tropical rock cannot be successfully treated by conventional injection
grouting, and therefore an alternative method must be used in this material.
T hree options w ere considered:i)
ii)
iii)

T he jet grouting technique comprises the destruction o f in-situ soil by a
very high energy liquid je t, and the simultaneous introduction o f cement
grout into the resulting slurry, producing a soil cement. Columns o f such
material are obtained by slowly lowering (or raising) a rotating head
containing the erosion and grouting jets. At Thika dam the initial method
o f je t grouting was the triple je t in which the erosive je t consists o f a high
energy water je t surrounded by an air jet which increases the area of
effectiveness, with a simultaneous and separate grout jet, as shown in
Figure 4. T his method is generally the most effective way o f forming
large diam eter columns in compact soils.

bulk excavation
diaphragm wall
je t grouting
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The proposal to form a cut off o f secant columns formed by jet grouting
was conditional on both the verticality and the diam eter o f the columns
being controlled through the different terrains. In order to meet the
specification requirem ent o f a maximum horizontal deviation o f 1 % o f the
vertical depth it was necessary to pre-drill the hole prior to jetting. P re
drilling also allowed the soil parameters to be monitored before jetting.

separately in the ascending stage, as shown in Figure 5. This modification
gave two important improvements:
•

less wastage of cement and bentonite in the spoil

•

better control o f the final grout mix in the column

T he second condition, the control o f column diameter, required knowledge
o f the various strata and the erosive energy appropriate to each stratum so
that the column diam eter was approximately constant. T he spacing
between adjacent columns depended on the degree o f success in achieving
the two conditions.
T he characteristics o f the soil cement depend both on the jet grouting
param eters and on the nature o f the soil itself. In the classic triple jet
m ethod, the soil is not only mixed with the grout but also with the water
from the erosive jet. T he control o f the resulting material, which depends
on a large number o f independent factors, is difficult, especially in variable
soils such as those that form the foundations o f Thika dam. This problem
is made even m ore demanding by the need for the material to have a low
perm eability (K < 10 ” m/s) and mechanical characteristics sim ilar to those
o f the foundation, with a tangent modulus at 1% strain o f between 40 and
70 Mpa.

Pilot drilling
with parameter
recording

Test Results
T he 18 columns comprising the test panel were investigated by inclined
core holes and excavated to a depth o f 13 m. The diameters o f the
columns w ere measured and related to the different levels o f energy used
in the upper and lower layers (grades V and IV respectively), as shown in
Figure 6 . Subsequent pre-jetting o f the dam cut-off was based on this data,
energy levels o f 76 MJ/m and 22 M J/m being selected to enable a 1 m
nominal diam eter column in material grade IV and V respectively.

Trial Panel
A trial panel o f jet grouted columns was constructed to confirm the
viability o f the concept and to provide data to optim ise design parameters.
Initially the panel comprised 16 columns 20 m deep with column spacing,
water pressure, nozzle diameter speed o f nozzle advance and water flow
rate being varied. During the work two problems were encountered.

•

the classic jet method as applied to site conditions resulted in a
very high wastage o f cement and bentonite.

Formation of
cement / bentonite
column

To resolve the problem posed by hard rock layers, two further columns
w ere constructed in a place where a 3.5 m thick stratum of hard phonolite
was known to exist at about 5-10 m depth. This material was successfully
pre-drilled by alternating rotary drilling in the soft material with down the
hole ham m er in the rock.

JE T G R O U T IN G TESTS

3 columns did not reach full depth because o f the presence o f rock
in the soft ground

Prejetting
completed

F ig u re 5 :
T hika Dam Jet Grout Curtain Installation Sequence

A series o f laboratory tests were carried out on a variety o f trial mixes with
varied proportions o f water, cement, bentonite and soil. The testing
program m e showed that the required characteristics could be reproduced
with a water cement ratio o f about 1:2.3 with 10% added bentonite to
stabilise the mix. T he addition o f soil did not have a significant effect on
the results.

•

Prejetting
( water + a ir)

T he erosive energy is the product o f fluid pressure, flow rate and the time
to erode a length o f column. These parameters were optimised to give the
most efficient combination. In rocky strata (grades I to III) not susceptible
to erosion a low er energy 44 MJ/m was used.

The panel was extended by two additional columns, at 120 cm spacing to
try a m odification to the triple je t method, in which the column was eroded
in a descending stage by water and air only, and the grout injected
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Figure 6 :
Variation o f Column Diam eter with Erosive Jet Energy

Figure 7 shows that the measured deviations o f the pre-drill holes were
generally within the 1% specification limit, with occasional higher values
in hard strata, as a result of precautions taken in drilling: heavy drill rods
and inclinometers on the drill bit. The pre-drilling also gave advance
information on the various strata in the ground. Instrumentation provided
continuous data o f the speed o f advance, bit thrust torque and drilling fluid
pressure. T he length o f the columns and the speed o f advance o f the jets
w ere adjusted accordingly to this data.

W here hard strata were encountered the pre-jetting washed all erodible
material from the joints which were subsequently filled with grout.
After completion o f each 24 m panel a cored inclined hole was drilled on
the panel axis and the permeability o f the curtain was tested with lugeon
tests. T hose results, together with an examination o f the inclined hole
cores, drilling and jetting records w ere used to evaluate the quality o f the
work carried out. Occasionally, in areas o f doubt, additional holes were
carried out.
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INJECTION GROUT CURTAIN
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The je t grout cut o ff was extended downwards by a conventional injection
grout curtain. Only the features related to the specific presence o f jet
grouting cut-off are discussed in this paper.
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Vertical injection grout holes were located on the column axes. Holes
were injected in a prim ary - secondary - tertiary sequence, with a spacing
between prim ary holes o f 6.4 m and a tertiary spacing o f 1.6 m. The
grout curtain was extended to a maximum depth o f 35 m below the bottom
o f the je t grouting.
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Each drill hole was grouted in descending stages using a inflatable packer
placed at the head o f the stage, with stable grouts o f bentonite -cement
gradually thickened to the refusal pressure corresponding to the stage
depth.
Lugeon tests w ere carried out on each stage o f the secondary holes. W here
the perm eability was greater than 5 Lu tertiary holes w ere drilled on either
side, and again water tests w ere carried out, and the process repeated with
quaternary holes if necessary.

Figure 7 :
Results of Pilot Hole Deviation Measurements

JET GROUTING WORKS
This treatm ent o f weathered rock by essentially a hard rock technique
necessitated considerable operational flexibility. Stage lengths, nominally
5 m , w ere frequently modified in order to place the packer in a competent
rock strata. Injection pressures were reduced in highly weathered ground,
which sometimes required repeated re-drilling and injection due to collapse
o f the grout hole.

T he final scheme was based on a line o f columns spaced at 800 mm
intervals with a maximum depth o f 35 m. In order to obtain the best
contact between adjacent columns, prim ary holes were initially grouted at
3.6 m centres, followed by secondary holes midway between primaries,
and finally tertiary holes midway between secondaries.
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CONCLUSIONS

T he cut-off comprising je t grouted secant columns that was selected for
Thika dam can be considered as an intermediate method between that o f a
diaphragm wall and that of an injected grout curtain, combining the best
features o f the two techniques.
As in a diaphragm wall, jet grouting replaces the natural ground by a
plastic material o f low permeability to form a positive barrier to seepage.
It differs from a diaphragm wall in the irregularity of the thickness o f the
cut-off and the heterogeneity o f the material itself, as various factors
affecting the quality o f the grout are imperfectly controlled. It is also more
effective in dealing with the hard rock strata that were encountered which
a diaphragm wall would have penetrated only with great difficulty.
Jet grouting shares with injection grouting techniques the use of relatively
light equipment working on the abutment slope, not requiring terracing to
provide working platforms. Like injection grouting, it is a flexible method
which can accommodate variations necessitated by the varying nature o f the
ground.
The jet grouting technique normally used, triple jetting, wastes a high
proportion o f the total quantity of cement used, especially in hard ground
requiring a slow speed o f advance to achieve a column o f a given diameter.
T he modification o f this method to the pre-jetting method significantly
reduced the cement wastage.
T he difficulty o f the application o f the technique lies in its susceptibility to
variability o f the ground, which ideally requires a continuously variable
energy to erode a column o f constant diameter. Although this is not
possible, it was found that by using the data obtained from the pre-drill
holes, coupled with that from the trial panel, the erosive energy could be
varied with sufficient sensitivity to achieve a sensibly constant cut off
thickness.
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